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Abstract. Service on-demand (SoD) systems allow their users to regulate the sharing of common resources via a voting process. A common application example is the collaborative scheduling of multimedia
transmissions in e-radio or video streaming services. Therefore, high user
commitment and participation is critical to the success of a SoD system.
Securing a SoD system against common attacks, such as vote ﬂooding,
can impose client anonymity retraction, online registering and access
control mechanisms. Nonetheless, such processes can degrade the users’
quality of experience, discouraging user participation. The present study
proposes a defense mechanism against vote ﬂooding attacks that can
operate under complete vote anonymity and without any user access
restrictions. The novel scheme is implemented as a vote ﬁltering scheme,
executed prior to each service scheduling decision. The proposed scheme
has linear complexity and is shown via simulations to considerably mitigate or completely negate the eﬀects of several attacks types.
Keywords: Service on-demand
ﬁltering
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Introduction

Service on-demand (SoD) systems constitute a particularly attractive means of
resource sharing and large-scale information dissemination. Users of SoD systems
can inﬂuence how often a server supplies a service via a voting system. For
instance, users of video-on-demand or e-radio systems can regulate the broadcast
frequency of multimedia ﬁles [25,27]. Therefore, high and unobstructed user
participation is critical to the operation and economic viability of SoD systems,
accentuating the need for user-friendliness. To this end, SoD systems may need
to operate on anonymous user votes and without any access control method
that may degrade the users’ quality of experience [26]. On the other hand, such
requirements facilitate the misuse by malevolent users who may, e.g., ﬂood the
system with vast amounts of votes for personally preferred services, degrading
the trustworthiness of the process.
SoD systems typically follow a centralized architecture, comprising a server
and a set of clients in a virtual star topology. The server supports a set of
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actions that are provided in a cyclic fashion. After the end of an action, the
server proceeds to select the next action for execution. The selection is derived
from the votes of the users, which arrive continuously at the server and are
promptly enqueued. The selection process can consider the arrival times of the
votes at the server, as well as the total number of votes pertaining to each
supported action. Typical selection processes are the First Come-First Served,
Most Requests First and the RxW scheduler which takes into account both
considerations [13]. Given that the arrival time of a vote at the server cannot
be tampered with, a malevolent user may seek to inﬂuence the total number
of votes pertaining to one or more actions. Thus, the selection process can be
forced to produce results that no longer correspond to the preferences of the
normal (benevolent) users of the system.
Existing voting systems employ access control and user identiﬁcation mechanisms in order to: (i) discourage or disable vote-ﬂooding attacks and (ii) detect
the perpetrator in case of a successful attack [9,20]. A commonly followed access
control approach is to employ CAPTCHAs, automated challenge-response Turing tests, to disable vote ﬂooding by bots [32,39]. However, the process is timeconsuming and degrades the quality of experience of the normal users.
Furthermore, the users may be requested to register to the system with an online
account, compromising their anonymity. Some approaches employ an intermediate anonymization server, which removes personal information from the vote
of a user prior to forwarding it to the SoD system [11]. Nonetheless, this approach simply delegates the identiﬁcation and access control process to another
system and still degrades the quality of experience. Furthermore, the approach
requires additional equipment, increasing the capital and operational expenses
of the system.
The present paper proposes a mechanism for defending against vote ﬂooding
attacks in SoD systems, which requires no access control and does not compromise the anonymity of the users, even under attack. It can be classiﬁed as
a ﬁrst-line, low-complexity defense mechanism that is implemented as a vote
ﬁltering mechanism. The methodology of the presented scheme comprises an
attack detection and an actuation process. For the detection purposes, the votes
of the users are mapped to a stream of alarm indications, each designating the
presence or absence of malevolent behavior. A specially-designed, low-complexity
variation of the Misra-Gries algorithm [31] deduces the most frequent indication,
thus raising an alarm or deducing normal operation. In the case of an alarm,
the actuation process is activated and proceeds to ﬁlter the users’ votes prior
to every new scheduling decision. The success of an attack is measured in terms
of the increase it induces to the user query service ratio and service times. In
retaliation, the proposed scheme succeeds in keeping these metrics close to their
normal operation counterparts under several attack cases. Thus, it can promote
the trustworthiness of a SoD system, without compromises in the users’ quality
of experience.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work on
trustworthy voting systems is given in Sect. 2. The prerequisites for the presentation and presentation of the novel scheme follow in Sect. 3. The scheme is
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detailed in Sect. 4 and evaluated via simulations in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusion
is given in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

Research on secure service-on-demand systems has not proposed a voting mechanism that can operate on anonymous users with no access restrictions, to the
best of the authors knowledge. However, there exists a considerable amount of
work on electronic voting systems and polling protocols in general, which has
concentrated on a diverse set of desired properties and functionality such as accuracy, privacy, veriﬁability, eligibility, coercion resistance, availability and faulttolerance. A number of protocols, models, prototypes, and real-world systems
have been proposed and implemented to support e-voting and polling functions.
Electronic voting schemes are mainly divided into three categories, based
on the technique used to anonymize votes: (i) Homomorphic encryption allows
computations to be carried out on ciphertext, thus generating an encrypted
result which, when decrypted, matches the result of operations performed on the
plaintext. Protocols based on homomorphic encryption generally have a complex
mathematical structure thus inducing high computational costs. (ii) In blind
signature approaches the content of message/vote is disguised (blinded) before
it is signed, thus the signer (authenticator) is not given any knowledge about
the message. The voter unblinds the signed vote and submits it to the tallier
through an anonymized channel. Blind signature protocols usually exhibit the
advantages of simplicity, low computational costs and being ballot independent.
(iii) A mix network (mixnet) is a multistage system that uses cryptography and
permutations to provide anonymity. The design of a mixnet is based on providing
anonymity for a batch of inputs, by changing their appearance and removing the
order of arrival information. In mix network schemes, voters authenticate and
submit encrypted votes; votes are anonymized using a mix; and anonymized votes
are then decrypted. Mix network protocols involve less voter’s interactions, but
require complex proofs of correctness.
E-voting and polling have been an active area of research posing several
new challenges [2,16,19,23,34,38]. Comparison of existing voting schemes reveals
common security property tradeoﬀs [35]. REVS [22] is an electronic voting system based on blind signatures and designed for distributed and faulty environments, which exploits server replication to allow a certain degree of failures.
Sensus [11] is a secure and private system for polling that requires at least two
servers, namely a validator and a tallier, for conducting an election or a survey
(i.e., a generic term of polling is considered). In [3] authors propose a prototype
implementation of SEAS, which is a portable and ﬂexible system that preserves
the limited number of servers of the above-mentioned Sensus, but it avoids a
vulnerability that allows one of the entities involved in the election process to
cast its own votes in place of those that abstain from the vote. Civitas [9] is based
on mix networks and enforces veriﬁability (an integrity property) and coercion
resistance (a conﬁdentiality property), whereas it does not rely on trusted supervision of polling places, making it a remote voting system.
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In the literature there also exist studies on polling protocols [5,14,17,20,21,
37], which cover areas such as: distributed polling, privacy, secret sharing, scalability, social networks, peer-to-peer networks, and reputation systems. However,
anonymity systems are of signiﬁcant practical relevance because they are the
best means of providing privacy for users. Further works relating to e-voting
and to methods for achieving anonymity and providing privacy for users, can be
seen in [4,6–8,10,15,24,28–30,41].
Given that existing systems do not cover the needs of SoD systems for complete client anonymity and unrestricted access, the authors proposed an initial
solution based on early ﬁltering of client queries [26]. The study deﬁned probable attack types and proposed a defense mechanism based on the Dendritic
algorithm, a nature-inspired process for intrusion detection based on danger and
safety signals. However, being a nature-inspired heuristic, the mechanics of the
Dendritic algorithm are still not well understood [18]. Particularly, it is not clear
how to parametrize and map the danger and safety signals to real attributes
of a given system. Thus, while the proposed Sensor Swarm Filter process was
shown to eﬃciently defend against several attack types, it could not account for
common attacks, such as random query ﬂooding.
The present study proposes a superior query ﬁltering process that: (i) is based
on the well-studied Misra-Gries classiﬁcation algorithm [31], and (ii) utilizes
parameters that have an intuitive and clear meaning within the context of the
voting system.

3

Prerequisites

We assume a service-on-demand system, comprising a server and a set of connected clients. The server hosts a number of service “items” (actions), each with
its own service time. The clients post queries in order to vote for the next action
to be taken by the server. In order to derive the next service action, the server
employs the RxW scheduler without preemption support, but enhanced to handle actions with diﬀerent processing times [1,36]. The RxW scheduler selects
the action with the highest number of hits, multiplied by the queuing time of its
oldest query.
The preferences of each client regarding the service actions are unknown to
the server, and are expressed as personal probability mass functions (p.m.f.):
pc,i , c = 1 . . . C, i = 1 . . . N, :

N


pc,i = 1

(1)

i=1

which denotes the percentage of queries of client c = 1 . . . C that refer to action i.
In order to establish a dependable ground-through on the popularity of each
action, an external, trusted entity provides the server with an approximate, peraction p.m.f. as:
N

Pi , i = 1 . . . N :
Pi = 1
(2)
i=1
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For example, in the case of a video on-demand service, the popularity of each
movie “item” can be derived by its ranking in online services (e.g., the Internet Movie Database), hits in social networks (e.g., Tweets) or direct polling of
trustworthy, authenticated users (critics).
Each service action may be requested multiple times over the operation of
the system by any user, without restrictions. On the client-side, each benevolent
user poses a query for a single service action and awaits for a maximum time
interval D (deadline). The server is oblivious to deadline expiration events, since
such an ability would be open to extensive misuse, even by non-expert users. If D
elapses and the server has not started to process the requested action, the client
abandons the query. Regardless of the outcome (served or not) a client poses a
new query after a random T hinkT ime [25]. The service ratio of the system is
deﬁned as the total number of served queries over all clients divided by the total
number of posed queries.
Finally, the attacker model of [26] is assumed. According to it, a malevolent
user performs query ﬂooding in order to tip the RxW scheduler to their favor.
An attack by a malevolent user is deﬁned as:


(3)
target, T̄ , ts , te
where ts is the time moment when the user begins posting consecutive queries
with mean interarrival T̄ until time te . The target of these queries, i.e., the action
that is being requested, deﬁnes the attack types introduced in [26]:
– Needed action. “Selﬁsh” behavior which constitutes at ﬂooding the scheduler with requests for the personally needed service action.
– Random action. Flooding the server with random queries.
– Less popular action. The scheduler is ﬂooded with multiple requests for
the less wanted service action.
– Lengthiest action. The scheduler is forced to yield the most time-consuming
service, delaying all other actions.
– Smallest popularity-to-size ratio action, which combines the preceding
attacks.
The last three attack types assume that a malevolent user has obtained an
approximation of the the Pi p.m.f..
The proposed scheme seeks to improve the trustworthiness of the system by
(ideally) keeping the service/expiration ratio and the mean service time unaltered, despite the presence of an increasing number of malevolent users.

4

Misra-Gries-Based Query Filtering

A service-on-demand system deﬁnes a cycle of operation given in Fig. 1. A server
selects and executes an action from a given pool, based on the preceding votes
of the users. While the action is executed, the server enqueues all incoming
votes in a single queue, logging their arrival times as well. Once the execution
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Fig. 1. State chart of the service on-demand system, combined with the proposed
defense mechanism.

Fig. 2. Operation of an action “watcher”, responsible for raising an alarm when the
observed rate of incoming queries for the action, Pobserved , consistently surpasses the
expectation P.

of the current action is complete, the server proceeds to select the next action
for execution, given the user votes and the employed scheduler (e.g., RxW). The
proposed defense mechanism takes action before the execution of the scheduler,
by ﬁltering the votes accumulated at the queue of the server. In this aspect,
the proposed mechanism has the added advantage of not disrupting the normal
operation of the used scheduler.
The defense mechanism comprises two components: the threat detection module and the actuation module (i.e., query ﬁltering).
The operation of the threat detection module is illustrated in Fig. 2. It comprises a set of N watcher processes running as daemons on the server. Each
watcher is responsible for detecting suspicious queries pertaining to a single
action oﬀered by the server, with 1 − 1 correspondence. The watcher of action
i processes all incoming client queries before they enter the server’s queue, and
, over three diﬀerent time
logs the running ratio of i−query occurrences, Pobserved
i,H
horizons, H1 , H2 , H3 . For example, if the span of time horizon H1 is S = 100
incoming client votes and action i was requested n = 10 times within this win= n/S = 0.1.
dow, then Pobserved
i,H
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The Pobserved
logging over three time horizons makes for fast attack deteci,H
tion (smaller horizon, H1 ), vigilance after the attack (medium horizon, H2 ) and
indications of long-term attacks that may call for additional security measures
(large horizon, H3 ), such as CAPTCHA checks and client identiﬁcation requests.
The span of the time horizons can be set intuitively. For example, assuming that
min {Pi } = p, H1 can be set at 1/p, i.e., the span that accentuates the presence of votes for the least probable actions. H3 can be set to a maximum allowed
attack duration, and H2 in a value within [H1 , H3 ].
values have been derived for each horizon, the attack
Once the Pobserved
i,H
detection module proceeds to compare them to the Pi expectations and deduce
whether they constitute threat indications. This task is accomplished by the
Misra-Gries (MG) classiﬁer, incorporated to the watcher process.
The employed variation of the MG algorithm extracts the most frequent
object from a running stream [31]. MG assumes an associative array indexed by
the objects, ctrobj , which are initialized to zero. For each incoming object, MG
increases ctrobj by one and decreases all other counters by one unit. If a counter
has become negative, it is reset to zero. After K steps, the classiﬁer yields the
most common object, obj ∗ , as:
obj ∗ = argmax {ctrobj }

(4)

th

From the (K + 1) step and on, the MG process retains the classiﬁcation result,
but the ctrobj counters are reset to zero and the process starts over. Thus, the
th
classiﬁcation result is updated at the (2 · K) step. The storage overhead of MG
is O(m), where m is the total number of possible objects, while its complexity
is constant, O(1).
In the case of the proposed defense mechanism, the MG objects are the
Boolean outcomes of the comparisons:
> Pi
Pobserved
i,H

(5)

i.e., m = 2. In other words, MG deduces whether the votes pertaining to an
action i are persistently higher than the expectations, implying that an attack
may be in progress. In this case, MG is said to raise an “alarm”. Three MG
instances are used within each action watcher, each deducing the alarm state
over the three time horizons. The action watcher then yields an alarm state for
the monitored action if any of the three MG processes is positive.
The set of watchers, one per available server action, thus yield a Boolean
alarm level per action, Ai , at any requested time moment.
The actuation module (query ﬁltering process of Fig. 1, formulated as
Algorithm 1) takes place before relinquishing operation to the RxW scheduler.
At ﬁrst, Algorithm 1 counts the number of occurrences of each query for
action i within the server queue (lines 3 − 5). The Algorithm then proceeds to
calculate the expected (proper) occurrences for each action with a raised alarm
ﬂag, Ai (lines 8 − 12). However, it is possible that certain actions have presently
zero occurrences within the queue (e.g., when the corresponding Pi is low).
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Algorithm 1. Query ﬁltering process.
INPUTS:
1. Presently Enqueued Queries Qk , k = 1 . . . Q;
2. Expectations Pi , i = 1 . . . N ;
3. Binary Alarm State per Action Ai , i = 1 . . . N .
1: timesi ← 0, ∀i = 1 . . . N ;
2: proper timesi ← 0, ∀i = 1 . . . N ;
3: for k = 1 . . . Q
4: timesQk = timesQk + 1;
5: end for 
6: s ← 1 − i:{1...N |timesi =0 } Pi ;
7: proper timesi ← timesi , i = 1 . . . N ;
8: for i = 1 . . . N
9: if timesi > 0 and A

i
10:
proper timesi ← Pis·Q ;
11: end if
12: end for
13: for i = 1 . . . N
14: if timesi > proper timesi
15:
Remove the most recent proper timesi − timesi queries for action i from the
server queue.
16: end if
17: end for

The cumulative probability of these actions is logged (line 6) and is distributed to other actions with timesi = 0 within the queue (line 10). This approach
ensures a less aggressive but more fair query ﬁltering, since it takes into account
that zero action occurrences within the queue are normal from time to time.
The actual query ﬁltering then takes place at lines 13 − 17. The occurrences
of each query type are reduced to their expected values by discarding the newest
queries ﬁrst. Notice that the RxW scheduler schedules then next action for execution by checking the product of occurrences multiplied by the maximum query
waiting time for each action. Therefore, given the importance of waiting times,
discarding newest queries ﬁrst ensures that older, potentially legitimate queries
are not harmed by the ﬁltering process.
The maximum storage overhead and complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N ),
which also represents the complexity of the complete defense mechanism, given
logging sub-processes.
that static requirements of the MG and Pobserved
i,H

5

Simulations

In this Section, the performance of the proposed Misra-Gries Filtering (MGF)
is compared via simulations to the Sensor Swarm Filtering (SSF) of [26]. The
simulator, implemented on the Anylogic platform [40], represents a broadcast ondemand system, where “actions” correspond to “Web page items” with dynamic
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content. The runs evaluate the ability to maintain acceptable service ratios and
mean service times while the system is under attack.
The system conﬁguration assumes a star topology comprising a broadcast ondemand server, connected to C = 100 clients via 20M bps links. The upstream
direction (client-to-server, for posting queries) is considered trivial.
The server schedules its transmissions by employing the R × W on-demand
scheduler. Each transmission pertains to an item selected from a static pool of
N = 100 items with random sizes li ∈ [1, 10] KBytes (uniformly distributed),
representing simple Web pages.
The query deadline is set to 100 msec due to the low item size/channel rate
ratio. Should the deadline be exceeded, the query is dropped and global query
service ratio is updated. Else, the query is answered successfully, and the average, global service time is updated. The clients’ T hinkT ime is picked uniformly
within [0, 10] sec.
The client query posing process operates as follows. Each client c has preset
preferences in the form of a p.m.f. over the items, pc,i , i = 1 . . . N , which is
unknown to the server. Pi is derived from a distributed consensus process. We
assume that the clients participate in a separate social network. The server also
participates as a single peer. In this network, each peer has a random number
of friends (other peers), which are represented as a connected graph. Each peer
c assigns a random weight gc,k ∈ (0, 1) (uniformly distributed) to each member of his local network k = 1 . . . K, which comprises himself and his friends.
A distributed consensus is a rumor propagation process and gc,k expresses the
eﬀect of a friendly peer on the formation of the personal opinion. A peer may
also use diﬀerent sets of gc,k weights for each data item i (i.e., gc,k,i ). The sole
K
restriction that must hold is i=1 gc,k,i = 1.
The consensus process then operates as follows. Each peer initializes its esti(self )
mate, Pc,i , as his personal preferences, pc,i , i = 1 . . . N . This estimate is then
sent to his immediate friends. Each peer collects the incoming estimates of all
his friends and updates his estimate as:

(self )
(self )
(k)
← Pc,i
· gc,self,i +
Pc,i · gc,k,i , ∀i
(6)
Pc,i
k=1...K, k=self
(self )

≈ Pi , ∀c, ∀i.
As proven in [12], the process converges iteratively, leading to Pc,i

(self )
Normalization is ﬁnally applied to ensure that
Pi = 1. The Pc,i
update
period was set to 1 sec and convergence was typically achieved in 10 sec. The
pc,i preferences were set to yield a Zipﬁan p.m.f., Pi ∝ i−0.9 , which has been
observed to describe client requests for Web pages [33]. Thus, both the server
and the malevolent users acquire Pi anonymously, without knowledge of the
individual pc,i . At that point, a varying number of malevolent users, ranging
from 1 − 10 % · C, attack with a period of T̄ = 1 msec each. The percentage of
malevolent users is assumed not to surpass 10 % of the total users. Notice that
an on-demand system serves common needs. Thus, if the malevolent users were
the majority, or even a considerable minority, the system would inevitably abide
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Fig. 3. Eﬀects of the “Needed action” attack on the performance of the system.

by their preferences. Furthermore, assuming a great percentage of highly skilled
users is not expected in general.
The proposed MGF uses a single watcher per item, monitoring the incoming
client queries over three horizons, h1 = 10, h2 = 30 and h1 = 50 (measured
in number of queries). Each internal Misra-Gries process yields a classiﬁcation
result every K = 20 threshold events. Thus, the watcher process may deduce the
alarm state every 200, 600 and 1000 queries. Given that min {Pi } = 0.02, the
horizons h1−3 take the values of 4, 12 and 20, which roughly correspond to ≈ 1,
≈ 10 and 20 appearances of the less popular item per threshold event. Finally,
all SSF parameters are taken directly from [26].
The query service/expiration ratio and mean service time are logged and the
simulation ends when a 95 % conﬁdence has been attained. The results presented
below correspond to mean values derived over 10 Monte Carlo runs, randomly
varying the item sizes and the client preferences.
Figure 3 studies the robustness of the proposed MGF under a progressively
aggravating “Needed action” attack. MGF is shown to surpass SSF, while essentially nullifying the attack. The query expiry ratio is kept at near-zero, while the
mean service time is constant, regardless of the increasing number of attackers.
On the other hand, SSF mitigates the attack for up to ≈ 5 % malevolent user
percentage. From that point and on, the query expiry ratio and the service time
increases steadily, with a rate double than the proposed MGF. The behavior
of the system in absence of any ﬁltering is provided to show the impact of the
attack. Without any defense mechanism, approximately 60 % of the queries are
dropped. The service time decreases only when a considerable amount of queries
has been dropped. Therefore, MGF can be used to provide non-disrupted system
performance, even under attack.
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Fig. 4. The “Random action” query ﬂooding is the most eﬀective attack type. The
proposed SSF is the only one oﬀering a considerable degree of resilience.

Fig. 5. The behavior of the system under a “Less popular action” attack.

Malevolent users may also attempt to ﬂood the server with random queries.
This case is examined in Fig. 4. According to [26], this type of attack is the most
eﬀective in the examined voting systems. This can be explained if we consider
that a random attack of just a few users is tantamount to a high number of
attackers launching a “Needed action” attack. As a result, SSF is not able to
oﬀer any defense against a “Random item” attack, even when the number of
malevolent users is very low. On the other hand, the proposed MGF performs
better, bounding the expiry ratio at ≈ 35 % in the worst case, while keeping the
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Fig. 6. Operation under false queries for the item with the lowest Pi/li ratio (popularityto-size).

Fig. 7. Flooding the server with queries for the biggest item can yield slightly increased
service times.

average service time constant at ≈ 25 msec. While the attack is not mitigated,
the system exhibits an increased degree of robustness against this attack type.
Figure 4 also accentuates the fact that the nature-inspired, Dendritic attack
detector of SSF is still not well understood [18]. The present simulations can
certainly not preclude that a diﬀerent mapping of the nature-inspired process
to real-world attributes may perform better. However, such a mapping is not
straightforward and a well-deﬁned process does not exist up to date.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 study the less probable attacks of “Less popular action”,
“Lowest Pi/li action” and “Lengthiest action” (i.e., biggest item). As shown in
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Fig. 5, the “Less popular action” attack is easily detected and fully negated by
both MGF and SSF. The fact that a very unpopular item appears multiple
times in the server query queue facilitates attack detection and mitigation. The
performance of the system is not aﬀected much when item popularity and size
are combined into one attack, as shown in Fig. 6. Both MGF and SSF mitigate
the attack, with SSF oﬀering slightly better servicing times. This behavior is
owed to the fact that SSF takes into account the size of the items in the detection
phase. The internal alarm level of SSF increases faster for big items and slower for
small ones. This diﬀerence in performance is more discernible in Fig. 7, focusing
on “Biggest item” attacks only. While both SSF and MGF detect the attack, the
ﬁltering of SSF is more aggressive against big items, leading to a gain in service
times. However, the “Lowest Pi/li item” and “Biggest item” attacks cannot be
considered as eﬀective under presence of either MGF and SSF. Furthermore,
a hacker is more likely to launch “Needed item” and “Random” attacks, since
these are more impactful, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Therefore, the +2 msec and
+10 msec service time advantage of SSF over the proposed MGF in “Lowest
Pi/li item” and “Biggest item” is not deemed signiﬁcant. Coupled with O(N )
complexity, the proposed MGF scheme can oﬀer increased system robustness
under the most signiﬁcant attack types, with minimal requirements.

6

Conclusion

The present paper proposed a mechanism for defending against vote ﬂooding
attacks in service on-demand systems. The novel scheme was shown to suppress
the eﬀects of such attacks, even when a considerable percentage of the users
are malevolent. Furthermore, the proposed scheme does not compromise the
anonymity of the users and imposes no access control that could degrade the
users’ quality of experience. Combining non-disrupted user-friendliness and nonobstructed operation even under considerable attacks, the propose scheme can
constitute an attractive add-on for trustworthy on-demand systems.
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(Grant no.317631).
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